
FDA PhUSE: Data Visualization as an Enabler for Nonclinical Safety Signal Detection 

Project Team Questionnaire 

Project Objectives: The overall objective is to explore how data visualization can be used as a means for 

enabling safety signal detection within the scope of nonclinical data. To augment this, algorithms for 

assisting in the identification of safety signals will be identified in the literature (and from the public 

domain) and considered for investigation as case examples using suitable data, such as may be available 

from research databases.   

Purpose of Questionnaire: to obtain insights from project team members on the use of data visualization 

tools for analyzing clinical trial drug safety data with the objective of identifying visualizations/algorithms 

for nonclinical data analysis. This may provide a means for bridging the translation between nonclinical 

and clinical safety data.  We suggest that project team members inquire within their organization on the use 

of such visualizations as well as drawing on your own experiences. 

1. Is your organization using visualization tools (e.g. 

graphs, plots, etc.) for depicting and analyzing clinical 

safety data? 

 

2. What types of data are being graphed/visualized for 

analyses (e.g. clinical lab test results, adverse event 

data, cardiovascular data such as blood pressure, heart 

rate, ECG parameters)? 

 

3. What types of graphical displays or outputs are being 

produced?  

 

4. Are statistical tests associated with the graphical 

outputs? If so, which? 

 

5. What software tools or applications are being used 

and for what purposes? Are these commercial 

applications or in-house custom applications? 
 

 

6. Is your organization utilizing safety signal algorithms 

for analyzing clinical data (e.g. eDISH plots and Hy’s 

Law)? 

 

7. Are you able to share representative graphics for 

clinical safety data (such as from publications or 

meeting presentations)? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



8. Are published references available which demonstrate 

the use of these graphics and/or safety algorithms for 

clinical safety data? 

 


